
GDPR - Site Cookies

Mergermarket

Cookie Name Required for the products in 
order to provide access

Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use 
the website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Drupal CMS has_js Read Google's overview of privacy 
and safeguarding data

Piwik Analytics _pk_id

_pk_ses

_pk_ref

Used to identify user actions in 
order to create statistics how the 
website is used.

https://help.piwik.pro/analytics
/piwik-pro-cookies/

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value 
corresponding to the unique 
identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie is used to manage 
user access (or session) and is set 
when the user logs in using their 
credentials or alternative forms of 
authentication. It's a long lived 
cookie used when the user ticks 
the "remember me" (or equivalent) 
option when logging in.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET24HR Same as the above, but used when 
a user doesn't tick the "remember 
me" (or equivalent) option when 
logging in.

Mergermarket MmFeatures Stores a list of additional features 
that are enabled for user having 
this cookie set.

ASPSESSIONID* (+ random 
letters)

Authentication cookie for legacy 
website

Live_BE_CoreProducts Internal routing

guid2

mm%2Duser%2Dlocale%
2Dinformation

.ASPXANONYMOUS This cookie is used by sites using 
the .NET technology platform from 
Microsoft. It enables the site to 
maintain an anonymous user-id to 
track unique users within a session 
without them logging in or 
otherwise identifying themselves.

ASP.NET_SessionId General purpose platform session 
cookie, used by sites written with 
Miscrosoft .NET based 
technologies. Usually used to 
maintain an anonymised user 
session by the server.

Dealreporter

Cookie Name Purpose
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Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Drupal CMS has_js Read Google's overview of privacy and 
safeguarding data

Piwik Analytics _pk_id

_pk_ses

_pk_ref

Used to identify user actions in order to 
create statistics how the website is used.

https://help.piwik.pro/analytics/piwik-pro-
cookies/

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.

Mergermarket DrFeatures Stores a list of additional features that are 
enabled for user having this cookie set.

ASPSESSIONID* (+ random letters) Authentication cookie for legacy website

Live_BE_CoreProducts Internal routing

guid2

mm%2Duser%2Dlocale%2Dinformation

.ASPXANONYMOUS This cookie is used by sites using the .
NET technology platform from Microsoft. It 
enables the site to maintain an anonymous 
user-id to track unique users within a 
session without them logging in or 
otherwise identifying themselves.

ASP.NET_SessionId ASP.NET_SessionId

PaRR

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Piwik Analytics _pk_id

_pk_ses

_pk_ref

Used to identify user actions in order to 
create statistics how the website is used.

https://help.piwik.pro/analytics/piwik-pro-
cookies/

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.

Legacy PaRR Authentication PARR Stores authentication session required for 
other PaRR systems.

Feature Cookies LEGACY_INTEL_SEARCH Enables the legacy Intelligence Search 
feature.

LEGACY_TOPIC_FILTER Shows the old "Regulatory Intelligence" 
menu on the legacy app

NEW_ALERTS_SETUP_PAGE Allows user to go to new alerts setup page 
instead of old one
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OLD_HOMEPAGE Allows user to view the legacy homepage

OLD_INTEL_VIEWER Allows user to view the legacy intelligence 
viewer

OLD_LOGIN Allows user to see the legacy login page

REBRANDING_2_0 Shows the new website design

SHOW_NEW_INTEL_NOTIFIER Shows the new Intelligence notification bar

USE_INTEL_STORE Shows Intelligence store fallback for the 
new Intelligence viewer

Wealthmonitor

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Drupal CMS has_js Read Google's overview of privacy and 
safeguarding data

Piwik Analytics _pk_id

_pk_ses

_pk_ref

Used to identify user actions in order to 
create statistics how the website is used.

https://help.piwik.pro/analytics/piwik-pro-
cookies/

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.

Wealthmonitor WmFeatures Stores a list of additional features that are 
enabled for user having this cookie set.

Debtwire

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Drupal CMS has_js Drupal content management system uses 
this cookie to indicate whether or not the 
visitors browser has JavaScript enabled.

Piwik Analytics _pk_id

_pk_ses

_pk_ref

Used to identify user actions in order to 
create statistics how the website is used.

https://help.piwik.pro/analytics/piwik-pro-
cookies/

DoubleClick __gads This cookie is associated with the 
DoubleClick for Publishers service from 
Google. Its purpose is to do with the 
display of adverts on the site, for which the 
owner may earn some revenue.
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Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.

Debtwire DwFeatures Stores a list of additional features that are 
enabled for user having this cookie set.

ASPSESSIONID* (+ random letters) Authentication cookie for legacy website

Live_BE_CoreProducts Internal routing

guid2

mm%2Duser%2Dlocale%2Dinformation

.ASPXANONYMOUS This cookie is used by sites using the .
NET technology platform from Microsoft. It 
enables the site to maintain an anonymous 
user-id to track unique users within a 
session without them logging in or 
otherwise identifying themselves.

ASP.NET_SessionId ASP.NET_SessionId

Parsley _parsely_visitor

_parsely_session

Used to send information on articles being 
viewed to Parsely, to enable visualisation 
of trending articles - https://www.parse.ly
/help/integration/faq/#how-does-the-
service-work-with-cookies

Homepage feature isFilterShown Determines whether the edition filer on the 
homepage is open or closed when visiting 
the site.

Homepage feature contentCategoryFilter Determines which tab (All, Headlines, or 
Research & Legal Analysis) is displayed 
when visiting the site.

Debtwire - Analytics

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.

Debtwire - ABS

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.
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Debtwire Legacy Cookie dwAPPS ?

Debtwire Legacy Cookie dwanalytics ?

Debtwire - EUCRE

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.

Debtwire Legacy Cookie creAUTH auth cookie for the app…

Debtwire Legacy Cookie CRESESSION session cookie for CRE

Activistmonitor

Cookie Name Purpose

Universal Analytics (Google) _ga

_gat

_gid

These cookies are used to collect 
information about how visitors use the 
website. 

https://support.google.com/analytics
/answer/6004245

Drupal CMS has_js Read Google's overview of privacy and 
safeguarding data

Piwik Analytics _pk_id

_pk_ses

_pk_ref

Used to identify user actions in order to 
create statistics how the website is used.

https://help.piwik.pro/analytics/piwik-pro-
cookies/

Acuris Authentication live_MERGERMARKET_user_id User ID, numerical value corresponding to 
the unique identifier of the logged in user.

Acuris Authentication MERGERMARKET This cookie defines the session of the 
logged is user.
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